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The Chart:
Strongest Planet: Mars (Action, motivation.)
Most Dignified: Venus (Appreciation, love.)
Most Elevated: Jupiter (Exuberant, joyful.)
Life Force: Sun (Dynamic, determined.)
Oriental Planet: Venus (Artistic, stylish.)
Rising Sign: Virgo (Dependable, critical.)
Closest Aspect: Su Sqr Mc (Career)
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Geocentric
Tropical

Koch Houses

Chart Positions:
Moon in Capricorn in the 5th House
Sun in Pisces in the 6th House
Mercury in Aquarius in the 6th House
Venus in Pisces in the 6th House
Mars in Aries in the 7th House
Jupiter in Aries in the 8th House
Saturn in Sagittarius in the 4th House
Uranus in Scorpio in the 3rd House
Neptune in Sagittarius in the 3rd House
Pluto in Pisces in the 7th House
Node in Libra in the 2nd House
Midheaven in Gemini
Ascendant in Virgo
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Frederick Chopin- Highlights for Chart

In Focus:
Solar work cycle peak gives impetus to strong housecleaning in the details of your operation
by flooding you with them while providing the extra attention to deal with it. Tend to small
obligations so they'll be in control when larger trends develop.

Sun in 6th House

The Closest Aspect:
Reputation and stature are important to you. You strive and struggle to attain a position of
leadership and power. A secure domestic and inner life is equally important to you, and you
tend to be torn between dedication to home and to career.

Sun Square Midheaven

Emotional Environment:
This is a good time to let your hair down and enjoy before someone else lets it down instead.
Let urge carry you, as tight schedules will get snarled if you fight it. R&R is not just time off, its
renewal, putting more in the pipeline on return.

Moon in 5th House

Thoughts:
Bright new ways to simplify and streamline the workaday environment will give you more time
to play when you're done, so set to rearranging personal habits, workflow, and approaches to
health and diet. Smart driving means less fuel, and you get there faster.

Mercury in 6th House

Attachments:
Personal beauty and health care will get you everywhere, infusing a new sense of health and
energy. Pamper yourself, and others will join right in. Focus on the work you like for the
moment and you'll like work in general a lot more down the line.

Venus in 6th House

Motivation:
The next two months may bring you some flak from persons closest involved with you --
strong input, for sure, which should be patiently fielded to avoid confrontation or split-ups. Let
all speak: passions will subside, priorities prevail.

Mars in 7th House

Inspiration:
The next year marks a 12-year low point in personal financial resources, unless you were
particularly careful to save what you lucked into six years ago. It is a time to draw on inner
resources as a substitute, and in the outer world to be careful -- extend and rely on your credit
rating with others.

Jupiter in 8th House
Obstacles:
Time for housecleaning and trimming ship at home, both physically and emotionally. Throw
out extraneous articles that tie you down and free yourself of personal ties that may have
become too weighting or demanding. Learn the joys of privacy and self-communion that make
your heart where your home is.

Saturn in 4th House
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